B. Toys
Item
Number

Picture

Item description

Benefits

Cost

Non-Electronic Toys
B102

B103

B106

B107

Wooden Counting Stacking
Rings
A classic educational number,
colour, sorting toy

-Early numeracy skills
-Tactile play
-Hand eye coordination
-Fine motor skills

Colourful stacking boxes
With written numbers,
numerals and pictures

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination
-Counting skills

Cotton threading reels
Plastic tub of 24 reels &
thread.

-Great for boosting dexterity
-Hand-to-eye coordination
-Fine motor skills

Small Wooden Painted
Threading Beads

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination

50p

50p

50p

50p
B108

Learning magnetic board &
letters

-Letter recognition
-Basic writing skills

50p

B. Toys
Item
Number

B109

B110

B112

B113

B114

B117

Picture

Item description

Benefits

Alphabet Teaching Frame

-Perfect for kinetic and tactile

A fun hands-on way of learning
the letters of the alphabet and
counting

learners

Wooden letter & number
blocks

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination
-Knowledge of the world

-Alphabet and number recognition

Carousel Wooden Clock
With different coloured &
shaped numerals for sorting
and movable hands.

-Hand eye coordination
-Colour, shape and number
recognition
-Early awareness of time

Rectangular wooden blocks

-Fine motor skills
-Logical thinking
-Imaginative play

Baby Activity Cube
Twist, turn, thread & more!

Baby Activity Cube

-Introduction to sight and sound! –
Encourages touch and exploration
-Introduces colour, shapes & sounds

-Introduction to sight and sound! –
Encourages touch and exploration
-Introduces colour, shapes & sounds

Cost

50p

50p

50p

£1.00

50p

50p

B. Toys
Item
Number

B119

Picture

Item description
Doll in a Box

Benefits

Cost

-Teaches cause & effect
-Manipulation & coordination

50p
B120

B121

B123

Clickety-Clack Car Slider

Wooden Toy Train

Shape Sorter

-Fine motor skills
-Cause and effect
-Visual & auditory stimulating

£1.00

-Teaches cause & effect
-Manipulation & coordination
-Imaginative play

50p

-Hand eye coordination
-Colour & shape recognition

50p
B124

B125

Rainbow Sound Blocks

Dog in a box

-Listening for different sounds
-Looking at the different objects
that make different sounds
-Play talk

£1.50

-Teaches cause & effect
-Manipulation & coordination

50p

B. Toys
Item
Number

B127

Picture

Item description
Bath Whale Shape Sorter

Benefits

Cost

-Hand eye coordination
-Colour & shape recognition

50p
B128

Learning magnetic board &
letters/ numbers

-Letter recognition
-Basic writing skills

50p
B129

B130

Diffraction Roly Poly Drum

Wooden lace up shoes

-Good for paired play.
-Visual & auditory stimulation
-Teaches cause & effect

£1.50

-Learn to lace shoes!
-Manipulation & coordination

50p
B131

Percy the Train

-Imaginative play
-Manipulation coordination

50p
B133

Marble Run

-Uses both fine motor skills and
logical and sequential thinking.

50p

B. Toys
Item
Number

B134

B135

B136

Picture

Item description
Worm World
Layer compost and sand and
watch how the worms move
through soil.
Worms not provided!!!

Bob the Builder Bag
Full set of Bob the Builder
characters & matching picture
cards & Bob soft toy

Mirror Chimeabout

Benefits

Cost

-Allows children to see inside the
amazing world of worms
-Understanding of the world we
live in

50p

-Encourages role play & social
interaction
-Useful for matching games
-May be useful with speech therapy

£1.00

-Visual & auditory stimulation
-Teaches cause & effect

£1.50
B137

B138

B139

Intelligence Devil Tower

-Promotes and encourages
independent thinking
-Problem solving, enhance learning
through hands-on activity
-Stimulates imagination & creativity

Kid Kinex Railroad Pals
Building Set
(58 pieces)

-Manipulation & fine motor skills
-Develops their spatial
awareness
-Encourages imagination

Robot Grabber

-Manipulation
-Strengthening
-Could make tidying up more fun!

£1.00

50p

50p

B. Toys
Item
Number

B140

B141

B142

B144

B145

B146
B147

Picture

Item description
Remote controls & mobile
phones

Goldilocks & the Three
Bears Story Set

Trains, Trucks & Animal
Duplo

Wooden Train Set

Wow Tow Truck

Wow Recycling truck

Wooden tool set

Benefits
-For those that love playing with
buttons & phones!
-Manipulation
-Role Play
-Encourages imaginative play &
retelling stories
-Social skills

Cost

50p

50p

-Imaginative play
-Social interaction
-Manipulation & fine motor skills

£1.00

-Imaginative play
-Organisational skills
-Manipulation & fine motor skills

£1.00

-Discovery & learning
– Social interaction
-Role-play & exploration

50p

-Discovery & learning
– Social interaction
-Role-play & exploration

50p

-Imaginative play
-Organisational skills
-Manipulation & fine motor skills

£1.00

B. Toys
Item
Number

B148

B149

Picture

Item description
Plastic Tool Set

3D Pin Art

Benefits
-Imaginative play
-Organisational skills
-Manipulation & fine motor skills

-Encourages creativity
-Cause & effect
-Manipulation & fine motor skills

Cost

50p

50p

B. Toys
Item
Number

Picture

Item description

Benefits

Cost

-Teaches phonics using visual and
auditory stimuli to encourage and direct
a child's learning.
Requires batteries

50p

-Teaches colours and numbers and with
music.
-Develops auditory, learning and memory
skills.

50p

Electronic Toys
B201

B202

Peppa Pig Phonics Learning
Unit

Peppa Pig Learning Station

Requires batteries

B203

B204

B206

Tad’s Counting Farm
Six-sided story block with
animal pictures matches to
each page of the story

-Teaches animal names & sounds,
matching and numbers

Vtech alphabet learning bus

-Interactive teaching cause & effect,
-Early phonics recognition
-Colour & sound recognition

Fisher Price Laugh & Learn
Cookie Shape Surprise

Requires batteries

50p

Requires batteries

50p

-Encourages reaching and grasping,
developing hand-eye coordination
-Introduces an early understanding of
shapes, colours and numbers

50p

Requires batteries

B. Toys
Item
Number

B209

Picture

Item description
Vtech Laptop

Benefits
-Encourages early computer skills
-Encourages logical thinking, visualisation
skills, and hand-eye coordination

Requires batteries

B211

Vtech Rocking Animal Bus

-Teaches animal sounds as well as numbers.
-Helps encourage baby to crawl and develop
important motor skills

Requires batteries

B212

Leap Frog Groove & Learn
Drum

Cost

-Teaches letters & numbers
-Cause & effect
-Alphabet & counting

£1.00

50p

50p

Requires batteries

B213

B214

Joggle Bopper

Vtech Little Singing Alfie

-Fun item that bounces, flashes and
giggles
-May be good for those with and
auditory processing problems
-Allows your child to develop its motor
and language skills whilst having fun
Requires batteries

£1.00

50p

B. Toys
Item
Number

B215

B216

Picture

Item description
Fisher Price Farmyard set

Fisher Price Roll-a-Rounds
Jungle Friends Treehouse

Benefits
-Teaches farm yard animals and sounds
-Encourages imaginative play
Requires batteries

-Lots of drop-through play with ramps,
chutes and busy activities.
-Cause & effect
-Fine motor planning & coordination
-Hand eye coordination

Cost

50p

£1.00

Requires batteries

B217

Leap Frog Little Touch Leap
Pad

-Introduces key early learning concepts
including problem solving, memory,
language, early reading, early maths and
creative thinking

£1.00

Requires batteries

B218

Leap Frog Leapster & Learn
to Draw & Write Game

-Teaches skills in a range of subjects, such
as language arts, reading, mathematics and
science

Requires batteries

B219

Leap Frog Leapster & Learn
to Draw & Write Game

-Teaches skills in a range of subjects,
such as language arts, reading,
mathematics and science
Requires batteries

£1.00

£1.00

B. Toys
Item
Number

B220

B221

B222

Picture

Item description
Leapster Disney Fairies
Game

Benefits
-Use matching skills to help Tinker Bell
rebuild.
-do maths while you play solving more
than/less than problems.

Leapster Disney Princess
Worlds of Enchantment
Games

Join the princesses Belle and Ariel on
magical journeys to learn and practice
mathematics and reading skills

Bop it! Tetris
You have to slide, spin or
slam to get the shapes to
fall where you want them to

-Improve motor planning & coordination
-Colour identification
-Annoying parents!!!

Cost

50p

50p

£1.00

Requires batteries

B223

Vtech Walkie Talkies
These let you chat, send
messages and play games

-Cause and Effect
-Imaginative, Independent Role play
-Hand/Eye Coordination

£1.00

Batteries required

B224

Nintendo DS Lite

-Uses games to help with improving hand
eye coordination, memory, planning, reading
and cause and effect.
-Keep the kids quiet on a long journey!

£1.00

B. Toys
Item
Number

B225

B226

B227

B228

B229

B231

Picture

Item description
Cooking Mama DS game

Xia-Xia DS game

Club Penguin Herbert’s
Revenge

Ben 10 Alien Force DS game

Ben 10 Protection of Earth
DS game

Simon Electronic Game

Benefits
-A lot of fun for most ages
-Cause and effect
-Coordination
-A lot of fun for most ages
-Cause and effect
-Coordination
-A lot of fun for most ages
-Cause and effect
-Coordination

Cost

50p

50p

50p

-Cause and effect
-Coordination
-Helps planning, memory & sequencing
skills.

50p

-Cause and effect
-Coordination
-Helps planning, memory & sequencing.
Note for 7years old+ only

50p

-Great to improve memory and sequencing
skills
-Hand eye coordination
-Concentration

£1.00

